Design your tiny home and build with your blocks!

This is the time to bring everything together and get inventive. Let’s create something amazing with your new building blocks!

Before you start to stick your bricks together you can paint them in whatever colours you like.

You can glue your bricks together using regular PVA glue, but if you want to make your building look like a real brick building with ‘mortar’, or if you don’t have any PVA glue at home try using this flour glue recipe.

Check back to your invention sheet for inspiration!

Don’t forget to use your textures to add features to your home!!

Flour glue recipe

1/2 a cup or mug of flour
1/2 a cup or mug of water

Mix together to make your glue!

You can use a lolly stick as a trowel to help layer on your glue. Make sure you also cover the edges!